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The President’s Message
by David Pitcairn
This has been a beautiful
summer so far, not too hot, and
with a minimum of June gloom.
Days like this really make me
appreciate San Diego and the
amazing location and condition of
our flying field. Thanks for being
good park tenants and for following the few rules we have
so that we can continue to enjoy the privilege.
The past couple of months have been very “quiet.”
There have been very few issues and the club is running
smoothly. Thank you to all the volunteers who have
contributed to keeping the club going without being asked.
Some of you have been doing a great job picking up
the trash that blows over to your field so it was a bit
painful to see all the trash reappear during the July 4th

celebration. If everyone would be so good as to pick up a
handful each time they go to the field, things will be clean
again in no time. Thanks in advance for your help!
I see the fence is doing its job. It is starting to look a
little worn but that means it has been stopping a lot of
airplanes that would otherwise end up in the pits. Thanks
for the good job repairing the fence after each close
encounter.
Things have been so quiet that the Board of Directors did not meet this month. I will not be in town for
three weeks in August due to the world Championships,
so the Board of Directors and MWE meetings for August
are cancelled .
Happy flying, David

- Oops!
by Bill Fee
Of concern: AMA president Dave Brown had
this to say in the August issue of Model Aviation: “If we
fail to act responsibly, we could lose the right to selfregulate aeromodeling.”

Do you ever long for the good old days, “when
coffee was five cents a cup,” and you could go to the
“flicks” for a dime? --

Sorry about that - this lead-in statement opened
last month’s editorial...but the best proof reading always
takes place after I’ve gone to press: somehow, in last
month’s issue, I messed up my opening statement - most
of it hidden behind the picture - I used to call that my “man
of steel” picture. Obviously, I have many weaknesses.
PS: The mistake was corrected on the web site copy.
Editorials and President’s messages are monthly
obligations that sometines lack inspiration because “nothing new is happening.” I never let David Pitcairn off the
hook, but I frequently don’t have anything to say, so I am
mercifully silent.
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Large RC model aircraft could pose a real security
threat, and are regarded in some circles as “unmanned
aircraft.” High altitude flying and arial photography are
among the concerns. Read the article.
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Minutes from the June Meeting
by David Fee
IntroductionDavid Pitcairn called the June
meeting to order on 06/22/04 at
7:10 PM. There were no
newcomers in attendance this
evening, although Howie
attempted to pass himself off as
one. We weren’t buying it.

recognized as a non-profit organization could save the club
a great deal of money on field use and vendor permits,
among other things.
Compliments were given on the quality of the printed
monthly newsletter.

The F5B/D teams will continue to practice at the SEFSD
field nearly every weekend in the afternoons. Interested
Club BusinessThere were no updates on the field parties are welcome and encouraged to come out and
surveys. Things on that front are quiet, for the time being. watch. Volunteers who help with timing and judging duties
(no experience required) will be rewarded with a free
lunch, courtesy of the F5 teams.
Following instigation by Chuck Grim, Bob Davis kindly
re-striped the runway using what he called “harmless white
stuff.” We were informed following this year’s MWE that
Club Competitions and Eventschalk (calcium carbonate, CaCO 3) is not allowed, while
The S400 Electroglide will be held Saturday, 6/26/04, at
gypsum (hydrated calcium sulfate, CaSO4-2(H2O)) is an
9:30 AM. If weather precludes, the event will be
“approved substance.” You may recall that the “chalk
lines” at the MWE this year were actually bleached wheat rescheduled for the following weekend. The Electroglide
event is always held on the Saturday following the SEFSD
flour. Confused yet? Fear not, all material used for
monthly meeting. For further information, please contact
striping our runway is “harmless white stuff.” You have
Don Wemple.
my word on it.
Concern was expressed about handicapped access to the
flying field, with respect to the gated entry road. A
suggestion was made that those not able to exit their cars
to open the gate may honk their horns to get the attention
of those at the field. Someone would always be happy to
assist.
Don Gulihur, AMA District X Associate VP, mentioned
that the Weedwackers had installed two paved pads with
walkways for handicapped access at their field. This may
not be an issue, or even a possibility, at our airfield, but it
is good to be aware.
As a reminder, elevator access is available for the monthly
meeting room at the aerospace museum. A phone call, in
advance, is advisable to ensure an employee will be
present.
There was discussion of the relative merits of
incorporation versus non-profit status for the club. Being
4

The 2004 World Championships of Electric Flight will be
held in York, England, this August. Three of the six team
members are members of SEFSD and team practices will
be held at the field each weekend in the afternoons.
Visitors are welcome, and helpers are always needed.
Please come out and watch these powerful planes on the
cutting edge of electric technology.

MembershipIf you have any questions, our membership chairman,
Pandi Bala, can be reached at pandi@san.rr.com.
Membership dues are $35 per year and include a
subscription to Peak Charge and full use of the club flying
field seven days a week.
Club ProgramsNo specific discussion was held on club officer positions
or elections.

Safety, Safety, Safety…
There was no safety announcement at the meeting. Please
remember to review and be familiar with the Field Rules
which are posted at the field, and may be found in your
January 2004 Peak Charge. Be courteous and safe at all
times.
Club RaffleThere were kits, motors, batteries, chargers, servos and other
accessories offered in the raffle.

How ToThis month, there was no “how to” demonstration at the
meeting.
Show & TellDick Hatch showed his cool “Twin Pusher” RC stick
model. It was scratch built from a ’70s RCM plan, which
was modeled after the old rubber-powered free flight
models. He reported that it flew well, but was sensitive to
CG position.
David Fee showed a new fiberglass fuselage which was
painted in the mold using water based latex enamel paints.
Yes, water based! The paint is “Painter’s Touch” by RustOleum, as well as similar products from other brands.
They come in small (1/2 pint) tins and can be brushed or
sprayed. The best part is they wash up with soap and
warm water.

EntertainmentThere was no entertainment this month. We all went home
feeling sad and disappointed. You can solve this problem
by volunteering to help organize entertainment for the
meetings. Guest speakers, demonstrations, fun contests,
etc., would all be good possibilities.

The meeting was adjourned at approximately 8:15 PM.

Warning: Lipo pack can set a fire while NOT in charge or discharge

From: Doug Rubin - Jeongnam
picture on the scene. However, a colleague of mine took several
pictures. I hope he posts the picture in the battery forum soon.

Well, I lost my car today (I mean my REAL car, not rc car). I left
my lipo packs on the passenger seat while I was working in my
office. This afternoon, I got a call from security guy saying that
my car caught a fire. The fireman came and totaled my car.
I couldn’t find any other reason except the battery pack. The fire
started exactly the same location as I placed the battery packs.

Just a precaution. Only unusual thing I could remember was the
pack was somewhat hot yesterday when I flew my micro heli. It is
really a mystery to me why it got a fire almost after 15 hours later.

Today was really hot. I think the inside of the car might be easily
There were two packs, Kokam 1500MA 3cells and Thunder Power over 100F.
2100MA 3cells. I could trace the Kokam pack. However, I could
not find any residual of Thunder Power. So, I think it was caused When I heard someone had a fire on their lipo pack, I couldn’t
believe it. I just thought the lipo pack is safe. However, today I
by Thunder Power. (I don’t mean the pack has a problem. This
realized it is not safe. If we just forget a small thing (like leaving
may be because of my carelessness). The packs were not
them in the car in very hot weather), it can cause a serious
connected to anything. They were just sitting there.
problem.
Today, I had an experience that Lipo pack can get a fire under
high heat (or high temp weather). I hadn’t a chance to take a

Hope you guys will be careful using lipo packs. This lesson cost
me a couple thousand dollars today....
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21 ways to kill your club
The following list was obtained from a leading national community service organization.
We can all learn from it.
1) Don’t attend meetings, but if you do, arrive late.
2) Be sure to leave before the meeting is over and
make sure everyone hears you leave.
3) Sit in the back so you can talk with other members during the meeting.
4) Never have anything to say at meetings; wait until
you get outside, then always be negative.
5) After meetings, find fault with club officers and
fellow members.
6) Hold back your annual dues as long as possible,
or better yet, don’t pay at all.
7) Never accept an office or serve on a committee. It
is much easier to criticize than to do.
8) When everything else fails, abuse the club’s
officers.
9) Don’t bother enlisting new members; let the others
do it all.
10) At meetings, agree to everything, then go home
and do nothing.
11) Don’t tell the club how its policy can help you,
but if it doesn’t help you, tell everyone else it’s useless.

.

12) Do nothing more than what’s necessary, but
when other members roll up their sleeves and willingly use
their ability to help matters along, complain that the club is
being run by a clique or dictator.
13) Talk cooperation but never cooperate.
14) Get all that the club has to give but give nothing
in return.
15) Threaten to leave the club if something isn’t the
way you want it.
16) If you’re asked to help, always say you don’t
have time.
17) Never read any mailings or seek information.
You might find out what’s going on.
18) If appointed to a position, never devote any time
to it. Let someone else do it all.
19) Overlook your own shortcomings and concentrate on what they are not doing.
20) Repeat all the unpleasant things about your club
to anyone who will listen.
21) Always criticize club officers whenever the
opportunity arises.
from Smoke Signals
Meroke Radio Control Club, Joe Di Prima,
editor, Franklin Square, NY

How toe-in helps model aircraft
Submitted by RUSS O’BRIEN

In airplanes, toe-in aids in keeping an airplane going
straight during takeoff roll and landing roll-out, particularly
with tail-draggers. Airplanes with tricycle gear have the
center of gravity (CG) forward of the main gear. This helps
straighten out an airplane that has developed a yaw angle
between where it is pointed and where it is actually going.
A tail-dragger has the CG behind the main gear, and a
slight yaw angle is not automatically corrected but is made
worse, and can result in ground loop.
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Here is where toe-in of the wheels helps both types.
An airplane rolling straight ahead has equal drag from each
of the wheels. When it takes an unwanted turn to the left,
the drag from the left wheel goes to zero while the drag at
the right wheel increases. The net effect is the unbalanced
drag exerts a retarding force and turns the airplane back to
the desired direction. This wouldn’t happen without toe-in.
from Plane Talk, Aerobatic Aces
Bob Van Singel, editor, Three Rivers, MI
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Fiberglass Fuselage Molding
by David Fee
Part III: Now we are ready to make a fuselage in our new mold.
This article series is intended to describe the basics for
preparing a plug for the molding process, building the mold
and finally making finished parts. The first part addressed
the plug preparation. The second part covered the basics
of fiberglass mold construction. This third section will
cover the production of a finished fiberglass fuselage from
your new mold.
I will be using the “Paint-In-Mold” method, where paint is
transfered directly to the part in the mold. The paint is
“Rust-Oleum” gloss white spray paint. (Note: I am now
using Rust-Oleum’s water-based “Painter’s Touch” acrylic
latex enamel, applied with a cheap airbrush.) The Epoxy
is MGS L285/H285, which is a relatively fast-cure room
temperature laminating resin with excellent strength and
thermal properties. MGS is available in the USA from
several distributors. I got mine from Composite Structures
Technology. The fiberglass I’ll be using I also purchased
from CST. The wax is “Dolphin Wax,” available from
H&M Racing in Canada. I will not be using any PVA
release agent.

When the paint is completely dry, I fill the recesses and
sharp corners with a thick mixture of epoxy and
microballoons. It’s hard to see in the photo because of the
white paint. I use a syringe to apply the mixture to the
deep areas.

After waxing several times, I went ahead and painted the
mold using Rust-Oleum gloss white. I could have masked
the mold flanges, but I was lazy and just went for it. You
can see that there are little recesses which will require
special attention.

Once the filler has had a chance to set up a bit (not too
much... just so it’s not going to move on you), I mix up
fresh epoxy and smear it all over the inside of the mold.
You can use a brush if you like, but I normally just use a
7
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gloved finger for small projects.

I then repeat the process for the main structural glass. In
this case, I used 3.6oz glass, which is still rather light.
When the glass is in place and has been saturated with
epoxy, you can blot up any excess epoxy using paper
towels. This will reduce the weight of the finished part
without sacrificing strength. The glass should look almost
dry. You can also see that I have reinforced high-stress
areas with carbon tow. Don’t go over board here…
keep it light.

Next, I apply some 0.6oz glass cloth in the mold and
stipple it into place with my fingers. This glass will make
for a smoother surface and reduce the tendency for
pinholes.

Once the light glass is in place, I trim the excess away with
some curved scissors. The surface glass may be trimmed
flush with the part line all around. These scissors came
from the R/C car department of the local hobby shop
(nothing fancy).
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Leave the structural glass oversize, and spread epoxy well
past the partline. We will trim the glass later, and the
epoxy keeps the glass from fraying when you cut it.
(Note: I’ve found that leaving the light surface glass
oversize as well, helps prevent fraying when you cut both
layers together.)
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Oops...we need a special tool to press down the seams
behind the canopy area. A piece of balsa glued to a dowel
is all it takes. Many molds will not need special tools like
this…but you can see that special circumstances sometimes call for creative solutions.

Next we clamp the mold together, making sure not to
Aetrf catch the flaps in the process. They should slide inside so
that they overlap on the other side. If the epoxy has gelled
After the epoxy has begun to gel, you can trim the glass for a bit, you can actually bend the flaps towards the inside of
the seams. Remember to alternate... one side is trimmed
the fuselage and they will stay there. My mold uses
flush while the other has a flap standing high. The flap-side incorporated bolts, but I did not use enough...so I add Cis cut with regular scissors. Make the flap about 1/4" to 3/ clamps also.
8" for most applications. You may need to experiment to
get best results.

The tail gets special attention again, since there is no way
to overlap a seam here. Mix up more epoxy/microballoons
and spread it carefully around the perimeter of the tail.
Spread some new epoxy on the flaps also. The halves are
now ready to join.
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We look inside (not easy to get a picture) and press the
seams down. I use a wooden dowel with the end rounded
so that it slides easily. The other end of this dowel is the
special tool shown above. Use a flashlight to guide you.
Then you wait. And wait. And wait.
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Suppliers:
Composite Structures Technology:
http://www.cstsales.com/home.htm
Aerospace Composite Products:
http://www.acp-composites.com/
Diversified Materials Company:
http://www.diversifiedmaterialscompany.com/
Jeffco Products:
http://www.jeffcoproducts.com/

After 24-48 hours, you can open the mold. It looks really
bad at first, but this is just flashing and paint which will be
trimmed off. You can use a razor knife, files, sandpaper,
etc.

H&M Racing:
http://www.superminnow.com/hmracing/racing/
index.html

FINISHES: Covering materials for RC models

By PAT TRITLE
Many years ago, covering a model airplane meant
hours at the workbench, inhaling dope fumes, spraying
tissue or silk with water to draw it tight, and waiting many
hours drying time between coats of dope to seal and paint
the cover. I’ve heard this era of modeling referred to as
“the good old days.” Personally, I really enjoy doing this
type of covering, but for the modeler with a limited amount
of hobby time, there are several alternatives that require
far less skill and still produce a nice looking finish in less
time and with a lot less effort.Within the realm of iron-on
covering, there are three basic types: the weaves, the
Mylars, and the synthetic tissues. Within those major
groups are some subgroups. For the weaves, there is
Solartex (also found as Colortex) and Super Fabric. Also
When you are finished cleaning the seams, the fuselage is
in that group, you’ll find 21st Century pre-painted fabric,
ready...and it looks as good as anything you can buy!
Nelson Lightfab, and Super Coverite. These materials are
available in eight basic colors.In the Mylar realm, there is
Thanks for reading along, and I hope you will try molding MonoKote, UltraKote, TowerKote, EconoKote,
for yourself. Please visit my website for more information: Oracover, and Nelson Litefilm. The color selection of
http://members.cox.net/davidfee/
these materials is excellent. Finally, there are iron-on
synthetic tissues, found under the names Litespan, Airspan,
-David Fee and Black Baron Coverlite. Again, color selection is
limited to about a dozen choices, including some
fluorescents. Iron-on fabrics: As weaves go, my favorite
is Solartex simply because it’s the easiest to use. It lies
down nicely, it’s easy to remove the wrinkles, and it goes
around compound curves beautifully. The downside is that
over time, the adhesive will release and the cover will fall
10
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off the model. A simple cure is to brush on a coat or two
of Balsarite (the type recommended for film covering)
before you cover your model. Nelson Lightfab is a lighter
grade of the same type of material. I recommend this one
for .40 size or smaller models. For models larger than that,
stay with Solartex or others in that family. 21st Century
fabric is by far the most difficult of all the fabrics to use. I
have found that this material is difficult to apply, does not
tighten well, and is torture to use around compound
curves. The shrinkage is limited, offers little rigidity when
applied over open structures, and does not hold its shape
well in direct sunlight. However, over sheeted surfaces, the
material does lie down nicely, but it requires a fair amount
of maintenance to eliminate the bubbles that occur when it
is exposed to heat or direct sunlight.With the exception of
the 21st Century fabric, all of these materials, when used
on liquid-fueled airplanes will require some type of sealer
coat to eliminate fuel soaking that holds dirt and grime in
the weave and is very difficult to remove. Iron-on films:
There are two basic classes of iron-on films: MonoKote
and UltraKote. The easiest way to distinguish one from the
other is that MonoKote is stiff, where UltraKote is more
pliable and rubbery. These films are available in several
colors, but MonoKote still offers the best selection. The
MonoKote class materials are applied and shrunk at a
higher temperature than UltraKote, but UltraKote handles
compound curves much more easily, though offers less
torsional strength than MonoKote over an open structure.
Over fully-sheeted models, I prefer UltraKote since it
goes on with much cooler temperatures and is not prone
to bubbling like MonoKote. For trimming, UltraKote can
be applied over MonoKote since it is applied with cooler
temperatures, though MonoKote shouldn’t be ironed onto
UltraKote. Also, when MonoKote is applied with heat as
a trim material over MonoKote, the adhesive will tend to
gas off and cause bubbling between the layers. The only
way to avoid this problem is to apply the trim with commercially available solvents or even Windex glass cleaner
(or other types of cleaners that contain Ammonia D).
Finally, there is Nelson Litefilm, which is also available under the name Solar Film, and is recommended for small
park flyer electric models, although I’ve heard of people
using it on gas models up to .10 size with excellent results.
This material is applied at very low temperatures, shrinks
beautifully, and handles compound curves better than any
other iron-on material I’ve used. What’s even better is that
it will shrink only as much as needed to eliminate puckers
and wrinkles and will not distort even the lightest of air11

frame structures.Even though Litefilm is applied at very
low temperatures, the adhesive is very aggressive, and as
a result, the material is prone to sticking to itself if the adhesive side contacts itself. The instructions offer a clear
description of the solution and should be followed closely.
Synthetic iron-on tissue: The iron-on synthetic tissues
are available in two types: Litespan and Airspan. Litespan
is also available from Black Baron under the name Coverlite. Both of these materials are identical, except that Litespan has a sealer coat applied and Airspan doesn’t. This
type of material is an excellent choice for electric park
flyers, but I’ve also used it on gas models up to .074 size
engines. Neither of these materials has adhesive applied,
so before it is ironed onto the model, a coat of Balsa-Loc
must be applied to the model, everywhere you want the
cover to stick. Having used several different adhesives to
apply Litespan, I found the water-based Balsa-Loc to be
the best choice since it releases with heat, allowing the
cover to be pulled and tugged around to eliminate wrinkles.The downside to this material is that it doesn’t do
compound curves well. Airspan is better than Litespan, but
neither is all that great. Also, the material has a very limited
shrink, so the wrinkles need to be pulled out before
shrinking begins. Finally, this is a low temperature application and is very sensitive to overheating. Once overheated,
it will never shrink again.This is by far the most difficult of
any of the lightweight iron-on covers to use, but once you
get the hang of it, it works nicely for a “tissue look” cover.
Trim is applied using Japanese or domestic tissue and can
be applied using dope or water-based varnish. Since I
always add tissue color trim, I prefer Airspan since it starts
out lighter, and a sealer coat will be added over the trim
anyway, ultimately producing a lighter finish. Table of
Weights: Litefilm, .600 oz./sq. yd. Airspan, .673. Litespan, .849. Colored Transparent MonoKote, 1.685.
Opaque Colored MonoKote, 2.224. Nelson Litefilm,
1.600. 21st Century Fabric, 2.310. White Super Coverite, 2.400. Colored Super Coverite, 2.700. Conclusion:
The one thing all of these materials have in common is that
to get good results, they must be applied properly. More
heat isn’t necessarily better and won’t cover a sloppy job
of applying the cover or preparing the surface to which the
cover is applied. The best advice is to follow the manufacturers’ recommendations for application and shrinking
temperatures, and to use the material best suited for the
type of model you’re building. from The Flying Machine
News Rocky Mountain Flying MachineBob McCachren,
editor,Albuquerque, NM
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In the Beginning
In the beginning, God covered the earth with broccoli,
cauliflower and spinach, combined with an abundance of
green, yellow and red vegetables. He did this so that Man
and Woman would live long and healthy lives.
Then, using God’s bountiful gifts, Satan created Dairy
Queen and Tim Horton’s. And Satan said: “You want hot
fudge with that?” And Man said: “Yes!” And Woman said:
“I’ll have one, too ... with sprinkles.” And lo and
behold, they gained 10 pounds.
And so God created the healthful yogurt that Woman
might keep the figure that Man found so fair. And Satan
brought forth white flour from the wheat, and sugar from
the cane, and combined them. And Woman went from
size 2 to size 14.
So God said: “Try my fresh green garden salad.” And
Satan presented crumbled Bleu Cheese dressing and
garlic toast on the side. And Man and Woman unfastened
their belts following the repast.

Then God brought forth the potato, naturally low in fat and
brimming with potassium and good nutrition. Satan peeled
off the healthful skin, sliced the starchy center into chips
and deep-fried them in animal fats, adding copious quantities of salt. And Man packed on more pounds.
God then brought forth running shoes so that his children
might lose those extra pounds. And Satan introduced
cable TV with remote control so Man would not have to
toil changing the channels. And Man and Woman laughed
and cried before the flickering light, and started wearing
stretchy lycra jogging suits.
God then gave lean beef so that Man might consume
fewer calories and still satisfy his appetite. And Satan
created McDonald’s and the 99-cent double cheeseburger. Then Satan said: “You want fries with that?” And
Man replied: “Yes! And super size ’em!” And Satan said:
“It is good.” And Man and Woman went into cardiac
arrest.
God sighed...and created quadruple by-pass surgery.
Satan chuckled and created The Canadian Health Care
System.

God then said: “I have sent you heart-healthy vegetables
and olive oil in which to cook them.” And Satan brought
forth deep-fried coconut shrimp, butter-dipped lobster
chunks, and chicken-fried steak so big it needed its own
platter. And Man’s cholesterol went through the roof.

---from a Canadian cousin; thought you might get a
chuckle.
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Mechanical Soldering

by Martin Gregorie
This article originally appeared on the Free Flight Mailing List
and was subsequently re-published in Free Flight Down Under.
There seems to be a mystique that soldering (and the
closely related silver soldering and brazing) are difficult, arcane
tasks. Well, they’re not. They are quite easy, provided you use
the correct tools and materials and are scrupulous about cleaning
the workpiece before making the joint.
The art of making a good solder joint is to heat the parts to
be joined above the solder’s melting point so that the solder will
wet the parts and will flow into and around the joint by capillary
action.
The parts to be joined must be clean because dirt stops the
solder wetting them. The job must be done quickly before either
solder or metal parts have time to oxidise at the high temperatures
because oxidised surfaces or oxidised solder will also prevent the
solder from wetting the metal parts.
A low wattage electronics iron has virtually no heat
capacity and insufficient energy input to heat the parts to be
joined.
I do all model size mechanical soldering with a 2 oz copper
iron (the sort that you heat up over a gas ring), Bakers Soldering
fluid (acid flux), and a bar of plumber’s solder.
The key to successful mechanical soldering is an iron with
a copper bit that holds enough heat energy to get the work
thoroughly hot and to do it in a second or two. An iron that has a
copper bit with a square cross-section and a fine, tapered point at
the business end is about right. The 2 oz iron is barely big
enough for good heat capacity while a 4oz iron is getting a bit big
and clumsy for fine work. If you don’t have gas or can’t find the
sort of iron I’ve described, look in your local DIY for a 100 watt
plumber’s iron. While you’re there, get the acid flux and plumber’s solder. Acid flux (Bakers Fluid or local equivalent) is a clear
fluid with the consistency of water. It acts primarily as a
degreaser when it boils off though, it may also help to stop clean
surfaces from oxidising.
Avoid soldering guns like the plague - in my opinion they
are nearly useless. They have no heat capacity at all in that thin
copper wire bit and at the same time they are too big and clumsy
for electronic work. On top of this, they can wreck semiconductors with the eddy currents they are liable to induce in
nearby wiring. There’s a couple of hundred amps or more flowing
through that wire loop when the trigger is pulled!
Resin-cored solder should be avoided for mechanical work
as it always has too much resin in it and the resulting globs of
melted resin can weaken the joint.
The technique is to get the iron nice and hot while you
thoroughly clean the surfaces to be joined with fine emery cloth
and don’t touch them once they are bright and shiny.
Now tin the iron. Use an old file to knock off the black
oxides etc., that build up on the bit, dip it into the flux and then
dab it onto the bar of solder. If the iron is hot enough you’ll get a
“skuwush” noise and a cloud of steam from the flux, and the
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solder will melt immediately and then wet out the iron surface. If
the end of the iron still has black bits, etc., attack it with the file
to remove them and re-tin it. A properly tinned iron has a thin,
even, clean film of bright solder over the parts that will come in
contact with your joint.
If there’s little noise from the flux and the solder doesn’t
melt immediately, the iron is too cold. If the solder doesn’t wet
the iron, the bit is dirty and needs more clean-up with the file
before tinning it again. If you’re using a gas-heated iron, put it
back on the ring to keep hot. A cold iron does not make a good
joint. Another mark of a good hot flame heated iron is that the
flame should show green (copper) colours after the iron has been
tinned and put back on the heat.
Now you’re ready to tackle the joint. Position or clamp the
work so that the (clean) surfaces to be joined are where you want
them, and use a match stick or pipe cleaner to wick some flux into
the joint. Take the iron, stick it into the end of the solder bar to
pick up some solder and place it on the work. Again, you should
see steam from the flux, and the fluid solder should wick into the
joint. If the iron is big enough for the job you are asking it to do,
the joint should form literally within a second or two. Soldering
something like the seam of a brass shim fuel tank will take under 5
seconds. You should not be left with convex blobs of solder on
the outside. If you get wicking and blobs, the iron is cold or you
used too much solder. If you get blobs that don’t wet the surface
of the work, you haven’t cleaned the joint properly or you’re
trying to solder the unsolderable, like alloy.
Once the job is done and cooled enough to inspect and
handle, wash it thoroughly under a cold tap to get rid of the flux,
which will cause corrosion if left on the joint.
Remember that:
• a good solder joint requires the solder to wet the metal
parts being joined
• solder is not a good gap filler. Make sure things fit
before soldering them
• solder is very soft and blobs or excess solder just add
weight, not strength
• bind a wire to wire joint with fine copper wire (fuse wire)
The idea with wire to wire joints is that the (copper)
binding wire provides the strength while the solder merely forms
a matrix that locks everything together. The binding should be
tight before you solder that join. If you can only see the solder
and not the binding, there’s too much solder on the joint; the
ideal is that just enough solder to wet everything involved in the
joint is used.
If you are soldering brass tubes together, you can usually
get away without binding the joint (brass and copper work
extremely well with tin/lead solder). However, to join brass tube
to piano wire is a different story. If you’re soldering the wire
inside the tube, just do it because the solder should wick into the
joint and the acid flux should clean the surfaces enough to get
some sort of joint; but if the wire is being soldered to the outside
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of the tube, it will need to be bound first, unless the wire is
tightly wound at least half way round the tube.
Apologies for going on so long to all of you who can make
that perfect joint every time, but it’s my experience that generally
the only people who know how to do mechanical soldering, as
opposed to electrical soldering-- which is quite a different animal,

are skilled manual workers such as long-time model fliers,
plumbers, mechanics, fitters, etc., together with the relatively few
other people who did workshop classes at school or night
school. I was lucky enough to do this as a supervised Saturday
morning activity when I was at boarding school, and so learnt the
rudiments properly before I had a chance to pick up bad habits.

The Story of WD-40
Submitted by DAVE DAGGY
For more WD-40 history, visit www.wd40.com/AboutUs/our_history.html
The product now known as WD-40 began as a
search for a rust preventative solvent and degreaser to
protect missile parts. It was created in 1953 by three
technicians at the San Diego Rocket Chemical Company.
Its name comes from the project that was to find a “water
displacement” compound. They were successful with the
40th formulation, thus WD-40.The Corsair Company
bought it in bulk to protect their Atlas missile parts. The
workers were so pleased with the product, they began
smuggling it to use at home. The executives decided there
might be a consumer market for it and put it in aerosol
cans. The rest, as they say, is history. It is a carefully
guarded recipe known only to four people, one of whom
is the “brew master.” There are about 2.5 million gallons
of WD-40 manufactured each year. It gets its distinctive
smell from a fragrance that is added to the brew. WD-40
has been designated the “official multipurpose problemsolver of NASCAR,” a ringing endorsement if there ever
was one. I told my NASCAR-loving sons about this, and
they said they couldn’t imagine how WD-40 could solve
the Jeff Gordon problem.In celebration of their 50th year,
the company conducted a contest to learn the favorite uses
of its customers and fan club members (yes, there is a
WD-40 Fan Club). They compiled the information to
identify the favorite use in each of the 50 states. I was
curious about Georgia and Alabama and found the favorite
use in both states was that it “penetrates stuck bolts, lug
nuts, and hose ends.” Florida’s favorite use was “cleans
and removes lovebugs from grills and bumpers.”
California’s favorite use was penetrating the bolts on the
Golden Gate Bridge. Let me close with one final use—the
favorite in the state of New York: WD-40 protects the
Statue of Liberty from the elements. No wonder they’ve
had 50 successful years. Uses of WD-40 •Protects silver
from tarnishing •Cleans and lubricates guitar strings •Gets
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oil spots off concrete driveways •Gives floors that ‘justwaxed’ sheen without making it slippery •Keeps flies off
cows •Restores and cleans chalkboards •Removes lipstick
stains •Loosens stubborn zippers •Untangles jewelry
chains •Removes stains from stainless steel sinks •Removes dirt and grime from the grill •Keeps ceramic/terra
cotta garden pots from oxidizing •Removes tomato stains
from clothing •Keeps glass shower doors free of water
spots •Camouflages scratches in ceramic and marble
floors •Keeps scissors working smoothly •Lubricates
noisy door hinges on vehicles and doors in homes •Gives a
children’s play gym slide a shine for a super fast slide
•Lubricates gear shift and mower deck lever for ease of
handling on riding mowers •Rids rocking chairs and swings
of squeaky noises •Lubricates tracks in sticking home
windows and makes them easier to open •Spraying an
umbrella stem makes it easier to open and close •Restores
and cleans padded leather dashboards in vehicles, as well
as vinyl bumpers •Restores and cleans roof racks on
vehicles •Lubricates and stops squeaks in electric fans
•Lubricates wheel sprockets on tricycles, wagons and
bicycles for easy handling •Lubricates fan belts on washers
and dryers and keeps them running smoothly •Keeps rust
from forming on saws, saw blades, and other tools •Removes splattered grease on stove •Keeps bathroom
mirror from fogging •Lubricates prosthetic limbs •Keeps
pigeons off the balcony (they hate the smell) •Removes all
traces of duct tape •I have even heard of folks spraying it
on their arms, hands, knees, etc., to relieve arthritis pain
•One fellow claims spraying it on fishing lures attracts fish
from The Tail Spinner
Longmont Aircraft Modelers Association
Mike Guliza, editor, Longmont, CO
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The Wit and Wisdom of Benjamin Franklin
•Who has deceiv’d thee so oft as thy self?
•The family of Fools is ancient.
• A traveller should have a hog’s nose, a deer’s legs, and
an ass’s back.
• Money & Man a mutual Friendship show: Man makes
false Money, Money makes Man so.
• A good lawyer, a bad neighbour.
• Do me the favour to deny me at once.
• Avarice and happiness never saw each other; how then
should they become acquainted?
• The use of money is all the advantage there is in having
money.
• Let all Men know thee, but no man know thee
thoroughly: Men freely ford that see the shallows.
• Those who in quarrels interpose, must often wipe a
bloody nose.
• What you would seem to be, be really.
• How many observe Christ’s Birthday; how few his
Precepts! O, ’tis easier to keep Holidays than
Commandments.
• Sloth (like Rust) consumes faster than Labour wears: the
used Key is always bright.
• In a discreet man’s mouth a publick thing is private.
• Ill Customs & bad Advice are seldom forgotten.
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• How few there are who have courage enough to own
their Faults, or resolution enough to mend them!
• He that can compose himself, is wiser than he that
composes books.
• There are no ugly loves, nor handsome prisons.
• If Passion drives, let Reason hold the Reins.
• To err is human, to repent divine; to persist, devilish.
• Doing an Injury puts you below your Enemy; Revenging
one makes you but even with him; Forgiving it sets you
above him.
• Wealth is not his that has it, but his that enjoys it.
• ’Tis easy to see, hard to foresee.
• Hear Reason, or she’ll make you feel her.
• The Way to see by Faith is to shut the Eye of Reason.
• Tricks and treachery are the practice of fools that have
not wit enough to be honest.
• Drive thy Business;—let not that drive thee.
• Proclaim not all thou knowest, all thou owest, all thou
hast, nor all thou can’st.
• Fear to do ill, and you need fear nought else.
• A man of knowledge like a rich soil, feeds/if not a world
of corn, a world of weeds.
• Avoid dishonest gain: no price can recompence the
pangs of vice.
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Comments on Life
A clear conscience is usually a sign of a bad memory.

Everyone has a photographic memory; some just don’t
have film.

Change is inevitable, except from vending machines.
If Barbie is so popular, why do you have to buy her
friends?

Plan to be spontaneous tomorrow.
Always try to be modest, and be proud of it!

Eagles may soar, but weasels don’t get sucked into jet
engines.

If you think nobody cares, try missing a couple of payments.

What happens if you get scared half to death twice?

How many of you believe in telekinesis? Raise my hand
...What’s the speed of dark?

I used to have an open mind, but my brain kept falling out.
I couldn’t repair your brakes, so I made your horn louder.

How do you tell when you’re out of invisible ink?
Why do psychics have to ask you for your name?
When everything is coming your way, you’re in the wrong
lane.

Inside every older person is a younger person wondering
what happened.

Hard work pays off in the future. Laziness pays off now.

The only time an aircraft has too much fuel on board is
when it’s on fire.— Sir Charles Kingford Smith, some
time before his death in the 1920s

If you’re faced with a forced landing, fly the thing as far
into the crash as possible. — Bob Hoover

I hope you either take up parachute jumping or stay out of
single motored airplanes at night. — Charles A.
Lindbergh to Wiley Post, 1931
Never fly the “A” model of anything. — Ed Thompson

It occurred to me that if I did not handle the crash correctly, there would be no survivors. — Ricard Leakey,
after engine failure in a single-engine aircraft, Nairobi,
Africa, 1993

Keep thy airspeed up, lest the earth come from below and
smite thee. — William Kershner

Though I Fly Through the Valley of Death, I Shall Fear No
Evil, For I am 80,000 Feet and Climbing. — Sign over
the entrance to the SR-71 operating location at
Kadena AB, Okinawa

Advice given to RAF pilots during WWII: When a prang
seems inevitable, endeavor to strike the softest, cheapest
object in the vicinity, as slowly and gently as possible.

The emergencies you train for almost never happen. It’s
the one you can’t train for that kills you.— Ernest K.
Gann, advice from the old “pelican”

There is nothing more useless to a pilot than the sky above
him or the runway behind him. — Author unknown
The Cub is the safest airplane in the world; it can just
barely kill you.— Attributed to Max Stanley, Northrop
test pilot
16
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Dick Anderson
An Autobiography
I was born in Omaha in 1934. Nebraska weather
sometimes requires long periods of indoor constrained
activities.
My first airplane ride was in a 35HP Piper Cub in
about 1940-41. And I caught the airplane fever. I know I
spent many hours confined indoors (in Nebraska!) by the
weather. So I combined my interests in airplanes with the
hobby of building them. At first they were mostly replicas
of famous warplanes (WW2 was big news). Later, when I
was older, I tried to build airplanes that would fly! These
were all rubber powered craft, often replicas of famous
WW2 airplanes. Most of the
time, they didn’t fly, AT
ALL!!
But as I got older and
more experienced in airplane
construction, I began to
meet with some sucesses. I
think the first model to
exhibit stable flight qualities
was a model of a radial
engine Cessna. This was
while I was in elementary
school. In about 1947, my
father (having observed all of
this model building) bought
me an Arden 0.09 gas
engine (and I do mean gas)!
It had a spark plug, points, coil and a battery pack. But it
did run, though somewhat cranky about it!
It wasn’t long (it seemed) until glow plugs were
introduced, along with alcohol based fuels. The Arden ran
fine with a glow plug.
After we moved to Lincoln, Nebraska (see photo),
my brother and I continued to build model airplanes.
About this time I discovered the rubber powered models
made by, I think, Carl Goldberg, called the RANGERS.
They were great, and I built many of them.
In the late 40s and early 50s, I built many liquid
fueled planes, free flight and U control. I lost several
airplanes to unexpected updrafts, and watched them fly
away! Once I chased one in my Model A Ford with my
17

brother hanging out the window to follow the plane! Not
one ever came back, despite return phone numbers and
addresses!
Anyway, my first experience with radio controlled
models was in about 1960. I lived in Riverside, CA, and
my brother had moved to Anaheim, CA. We got together
and built a beautiful model with a 0.19 engine. The RC
system was really primitive by today’s standards. The
receiver was a single vacuum tube unit that worked on the
“quieting” behavior of super-regenerative receivers when
the carrier was keyed. This worked an on-off circuit that
triggered a three position,
rubber band driven, mechanical escapement. One pulse
was right rudder, two was left
rudder, and the third position
provided slight up-elevator!
I think we obtained only
one successful flight! We tried
many other times!
Until recently, that was
my whole history with model
airplanes. I joined SEFSD
about 4 or 5 years ago. The
current technology is great! I
fly mostly “park flyer” type
airplanes. Living, as I do, in
Leucadia, the trip down the 5
to the flying field can be a chore, competing with the
morning rush hour! But that flying field facility is a
temendous asset! We need to do whatever is needed to
keep occupancy of that property. Having a large membership should go a long way with the city. Think about some
of the dedicated facilities in Balboa park that, I am sure,
have fewer members than we do!
Sometimes I fly at Stagecoach park in La Costa.
During the week, no one is there! And, the field is very
large--just be careful to avoid the lighting poles (not many,
but they are huge!).
Now that I am fully retired, I can spend more time
flying. It’s one of the things I really love doing!!
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HOME REMEDIES
you will forget about the toothache.

1. If you are choking on an ice cube, don’t panic! Simply pour a
cup of boiling water down your throat and presto! The blockage
will be almost instantly removed.

Sometimes, we just need to remember what the rules of life really
are:

2. Clumsy? Avoid cutting yourself while slicing vegetables by
getting someone else to hold them while you chop away.

You only need two tools: WD-40 and Duct Tape. If it doesn’t
move and should, use the WD-40. If it shouldn’t move and does,
use the duct tape.

3. Avoid arguments with the Mrs. about lifting the toilet seat by
simply using the sink.

Remember: Everyone seems normal until you get to know them.
4. For high blood pressure sufferers: just cut yourself and bleed
for a few minutes, thus reducing the pressure in your veins.

Never pass up an opportunity to go to the bathroom.
If you woke up breathing, congratulations! You get another
chance.

5. A mouse trap, placed on top of your alarm clock, will prevent
you from rolling over and going back to sleep after you hit the
snooze button.
6. If you have a bad cough, take a large dose of laxatives, then
you will be afraid to cough.
7. Have a bad toothache? Smash your thumb with a hammer and

David Fee‘s Birthday Cake
from Tanya
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San Diego Electroglide for June 26, 2004

By Don Wemple
Pilot
Pedro Brantuas
Dave Kemper
Russ Parks
Bob Anson
Roger Pedersen
Fred Daugherty
Eric Bean
Robert Stinson
Don Wemple

Freq.
59
37
36
31
55
15
27
20
43

Model
Lil Bird
Pulsar 2000M
Last Down II
Ascent
Pulsar 2000M
Ascent
Poly Sergio
Ascent
Systole

Toss 1
90
24
42
90
26
68
0
0
29

Pedro won the June Electroglide scoring in only
two tosses, but I’m sure he’d readily trade the win for a
lower position, just to have his Lil Bird back in the hanger.
He lost sight of his ship during the third launch! It is still
missing!! Losing a ship visually is one of the hazards of an
LMR event, and like a gear-up landing in a full sized
aircraft, the old saying applies: “There are those that have,
and those that will!” Losing two ships by having them go
out of sight at our field has caused me to do some serious
thinking about how to avoid such catastrophes. Although I
didn’t follow any of them, here they are for your consideration:
1. Make your ship as visible as possible; ie., use a
dark color on the bottom of the wing, or at least some
severe striping so as to add as much contrast to the
light sky as you can.
2. Use more eyes than just your two; ie., fly with a
spotter. There is usually someone just standing
around who would be glad to help out. Don’t be afraid
to ask.
3. Be sure that your model is capable of spinning.
In severe lift (and yes, it is occasionally severe,
even this close to the ocean!) merely flying fast or
deploying “dive brakes” or a spoiler won’t bring you
down fast enough. A spin is the only answer.
4. Always stash away someplace in your model, your
name, address, and phone number. As I remember, it’s
a requirement by the AMA anyway, and it just might
bring about a return of a lost ship. A return address
label that most of us have in our mail drawer is
easily attached inside, right near the battery, and is
so easy just to stick in.
5. If you do lose sight of your ship, don’t just keep
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Toss 2
1 14
36
24
20
88
21
49
37
0

Toss 3
0
110
92
21
0
0
29
31
0

Total
204
170
158
131
1 14
89
78
68
29

the controls near the neutral position as you had them
when it “blinked out.” Immediately go into the “spin
mode” — full up elevator and full right or left
rudder, — and keep looking in the same spot or
slightly lower than where you lost it. A spinning
ship is a lot more visible than one just flying along,
getting higher all the time! Just keeping an
invisible ship flying along on the same course can
cover a lot of distance in a very short time. With the
spin, it should come straight down from the spot you
lost it.
6. Six should be the obvious — don’t go that high!! But
lift, once you get in a good thermal, can really get you high
FAST. And lift can be erratic at our field! On one toss,
the sky can be totally dead — not even a patch of zero
sink. And then in the next toss, it can be Gangbusters!
Can you add to this list? Let me know.
Last month I said that there would be an “Open”
Electroglide following the San Diego Electroglide. No
one showed up, and so I flew my six-year-old Astro
Challenger as sort of a demonstration. A 20 second
motor run seemed about right to get to a height
comparable to the height we get with the 60 second run
on the Speed 400s. And although my flight was only a
demonstration, I passed out the Rules to half a dozen
Club members who said that next month, they’d have
something to fly in the event. So, following the San
Diego Electroglide, 9:30 AM, Saturday, July 31st, we
will hold an Open Electroglide event. The only
“rules” are: no brushless motors, and no Lithium
batteries.
Join us in either the San Diego or the Open.

Timing
for Steve Neu

wayfaring
strangers

Pitcairn
launching for Neu

Pedro‘s
foam EDGE

Tim Attaway‘s
foamie
Raffle

Frank Schultz Hit Limbo Pole.jpg

Frank Schutz
hit Limbo Pole
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